INSPIRE
JULY 22 – AUGUST 16, 2019
A special live storytelling of “A Wrench in the Works,” by Joe Richman, featuring musical scoring by
-
MICHAEL MENCHACA
-Roger Camp
-Lydia Marie Hicks
-Julia Gartrell
-Alexandria Smith
-Jacob Rivkin
-Amy Ritter
-Jennifer Sullivan
-Kate Clark
-Andrew Mockler
-Amanda Rea
-Jacob Sunderlin
-Robert McBride
-John Skoyles
-Mary Gilliland

CLICK BELOW TO REGISTER & VIEW THE COMPLETE ONLINE WRITING CATALOG

FINE ARTS WORK CENTER
4-WEEK WORKSHOP
with a premiere of Patty's new recording, "Bird in a Cage," a musical celebration of poets.

Davis Museum, Wellesley, MA, group show, "Art_Latin_America: Against the Survey," through Jun. 9
Chrysler Museum of Art, Norfolk, VA, solo show, "Michael Menchaca: Dioses Nuevos," through Jun. 30

Has been awarded a 2019 Creative Capital Award, for her sculpture & video, "The Tuba Thieves"
Hessel Museum of Art, Bard College, Annandale-on-Hudson, NY, "Moving At the Tempo of a Broken Song," through May 26

Has just animated, directed and produced a new music video for Solange's single, "Sound of Rain" from her new album
She will be documenting rare plants in the Philippines with a team of botanists through a National Science Foundation grant over

Was just awarded a Visual Arts Residency from Pioneer Works beginning in September

Has just received grants from Virginia Commonwealth University & the Durham Arts Council to create a traveling repair trailer this

Has just awarded the G. Holmes Perkins Distinguished Undergraduate Teaching Award at PennDesign
Regen Projects, Los Angeles, CA, solo show, "Clearing," through Jun. 22
NADA House on Governor's Island, NYC, group show, "Other Worlds," through Aug. 4

His final book,

Has poems forthcoming in the

Her new story "The Crab Theory" appears in the spring issue of
She is currently serving as a fiction mentor for AWP's Writer to Writer Mentorship program

Has a new story in

Was awarded a 2019-2021 Stenger Fellowship from Stanford University
His poem, "The Heart Has Reasons" is in the current issue of
Has excerpts from her booklength tapestry of LGBT activism,
Was recently awarded a returning residency studio at Mass MoCa, North Adams, MA
Was awarded a MacDowell Colony winter fellowship

WEEK-LONG WORKSHOPS IN CREATIVE WRITING AND VISUAL ARTS
"Critic's Choice," Patty Larkin and animation by Dusty Studio. The evening continues
Acclaimed director, actor, and writer André Gregory joins

CURRENT & UPCOMING EXHIBITIONS AND NEWS

"Huge Cloudy"
"Deluge"
"Nuclear Impact: Broken Atoms"
"Witch"
"Miss Jane: The Lost Years"
"The Largesse of the Sea Maiden"
"Our Hands"
"The Volunteer"
"Making a Mirage. F1 (detail)"
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If you need assistance, please call the Fine Arts Work Center at 508.487.9960, x101 in advance.